
Leases and Licenses 
 

General misc: Leases can exist without granting a proprietary interest (Bruton) – rather anomalous. Rent 
need not be monetary. In landlord, there arises a ‘reversion’ or ‘carve out’ to their fee simple interest. 
Thus, a lease creates a ‘term’ in the tenant and a ‘reversion’ in the owner’ 

 
Essential Characteristics of a Lease 
 
Substantive Requirements 
 
Two essential requirements: 

1) The legal right to exclusive possession of the land 
2) For a term that is certain/capable of being rendered certain and is less than the term for which 

the land lord holds the land.  
 
Right to exclusive possession  
The hallmark of a lease is the right to exclusive possession (subject to any rights reserved under the lease 
or at law to the landlord). Licenses grant a mere right to occupy, ordinarily lacking the concomitant 
proprietary interest associated with leases (Prudential Assurance) 
 

➢ Area: cuiuis est solum maxim (Kelsen) – to the heavens and the centre of the earth, on the whole 
of the area leased. Prima facie lease area can be rebutted (expressly or impliedly) 

o Airspace: can be leased separately to surface (Finlay) 
o Buildings: thought to include external walls (Combara) cf. internal in Pumperninks 
o Houses: structure and grounds it occupies (Bergin) 

 

➢ Certainty: defined and ascertainable from the start of the lease → hence need to be described in 
a sufficiently certain manner 

 
Right to exclusive possession: Lease or license?  
 

➢ Relevance of intention? Australian position (Radaich) is the emphasis of substance over form 

and intention → the grant of exclusive possession is the determinative fact (Ward; Chelsea). 
English possession re-aligning with Australian (Mountford). 

o High watermark remains Bruton: the admissibility of a ‘non-estate tenancy’. Even though 
licensor had no proprietary interest, could still give one to a third party in the form of a 
‘lease’ of sorts – even though this was not enforceable against the rest of the world 

▪ Butt notes that could have achieved same result by tenancy by estoppel reasoning.  

▪ H/e highlights the fact that grant of exclusive possession was a sufficient 
condition of the grant of a tenancy.  

 

➢ Exceptions: to the sufficiency of exclusive possession to a lease: 
o No intention to create legal relations (e.g. family relationship: Booker) 
o Exclusive possession attributable to some other legal relationship (e.g. employee living 

there)  
 

➢ Construction of the agreement: intention not irrelevant where helps clarify the nature of the 
right conveyed in an agreement 

o Express: Grant of “exclusive possession” or terminology of “lease” or “tenancy” = 
powerful  



▪ Description is important but not decisive (Bruton) →likely still look to whole of 
doc and factual matrix to determine nature of rights conferred 

o Implied: e.g. rights conferred might be enjoyable only by he with exclusive possession 

→ e.g. size of room (Viliers) → contractual style-implication re: necessity, etc. → e.g. 
serviced apartments does not suggest lease but licence b/c more like a hotel (Genco) 

▪ Lease → grantor allowed to enter and inspect premises; carry out maintenance 

work → all imply lease intended to be granted 

▪ License → not to impede grantor’s right of control (Shell-Mex) → query: 
retention of key by grantor – why is grantor given that right (e.g. in Swan: it was 
not for the purposes of access during the occupants’ AirBnB stay) 
 

➢ Sham provisions: ignorance of provisions attempting to circumvent the legal effect of the 
agreement – promotion of ‘form’ over substance  

o Nature: purported term of agreement that indicates it is a license, or exclusive possession 
appears not to have been granted (when it actually has) 

▪ Grant of exclusive possession cannot be converted into a lease merely by calling 
it one (Radaich) 

▪ Court will only accept a provision if convinced is not a sham or cloak 

o Example→ Parties engineer appearance of license by inserting provisions permitting 

grantor to share premises with grantee → do they actually intend to exercise this though?  

▪ Cramped apartment, or lack of any discussion about how owner will exercise such 
draconian powers indicates this is a sham provision (Vaughan) 

o Qualification: no principle of public policy precludes parties from genuinely framing 

their relationship as a license → usually court more ready to accept this in commercial 

situations (KJRR) → e.g. franchise/franchisor relationship makes it appropriate to grant 
merely a license  

 

Bruton v London and 
Quadrnt Housing Trust  
2000 HOL 

Council owns a block of flats, intention to redevelop; in interim grant 

a license to a housing trust → with the license in hand, trust grants a 
‘weekly license’ to Mr Bruton to occupy one of the flats 

• Agreed to leave w/ reasonable notice; weekly rent paid; 
exclusive possession granted  

• H/e terms expressed as a license and trust could access to 
inspect state of repair 

Upon attempt to terminate by trust, Bruton argues is a lease not a 
license  
 
Quasi-contractual lease; enforceable against trust but not against the 
world 
 
Granting of exclusive possession indicated the occupier was a lessee 
not a licensee enforceable as between the trust and B, but not 
between B and third parties: 

➢ Lease can be created even without proprietary interest in 
land in grantor: 

➢ Instant case: 
o Construction: use of license not conclusive; focus 

on substance not form in construction → exclusive 
occupation for a fix period of time, in return for 
periodic payment of money 

o Not negatived: 

▪ License language does not subvert the 

substantive grant of a lease → trust did not 
have control over premises; no-one else had 
access 



▪ Reservation of rights went more to the fact 
that he was a tenant because it indicated he 
had exclusive possession rights 

▪ Socially beneficial function irrelevant as to 
whether lease or license 

 

[unsatisfactory case]: → Lord Hoffman ignores the fact that nemo dat 
is violated: leases start as a ‘personal relationship b/w grantor and 
grantee’ 
 

KJRR v Commissioner of 
State Revenue 
2000 HOL 

Franchising → S entered into agreement with K : 

• [Franchise] Allowed K to conduct a sports and leisurewear 
business on its premises 

• [License] K was entitled to use the shop as an S franchise 
store for a term that was to expire one day before the expiry 
of S’s lease at a license fee equal to the rent payable by S 
under its lease 

• Clauses: 
o (2.2): ‘No right of exclusive possession; S may 

continue to exercise its rights as lessee insofar as this 
did not interfere with K 

o (2.3): KJRR rights are contractual and no proprietary; 
no tenancy is created by this agreement 

 
License not lease: 

• 2.3 irrelevant: express labels do not matter; it is a question 
of substance  

• 2.2: defines rights which have been granted →instead of 
saying whether rights are proprietary or not, it defines what 

rights have been conveyed → h/e was it a sham or pretence? 
o Sham doctrine: Where parties agree that written 

agreement does not mean what is said; e.g. (Villiers: 
inescapable conclusion that clause denying exclusive 
possession was intended that it have no effect – ‘no 
grant of exclusive possession’ → common sense 

approach → clearly a lease because the size of the 
room made it impossible for anything but exclusive 
possession) 

▪ Here: No evidence that sham → 

commercial reasons → for inserting the 
clause; enabled S to inspect and supervise K 
(cf. Bruton; not a commercial relationship but 
a charitable one → need to ensure 
conformity to franchise standards) 

 
o Pretence doctrine: if sole reason for the inclusion 

of a clause is to avoid some type of statutory 
protection, then it may be ignored 

▪ Here: no evidence that was designed to 
avoid stamp duty  

 
KJRR distinctions 

➢ From Radiach – agreement was silent about exclusive possession – look at commercial reality 

→ established a lease being intended 



➢ From Villers: where stated that right to EP not granted – this was against ‘common sense’ – 
was room big enough there? No! 

 

Swan v Uecker 
2016 VSC 

Airbnb → 12 month lease of 2 bedroom apartment which prohibited 
sub-leasing without prior written consent of the landlord: 

• Tenant entered into a putative ‘license’ of entire apartment 
to guests for short-term stays 

• Had exclusive possession + monetary payment 
Lease or license?  
 
Lease 
 
Question of objective construction re: intended rights conveyed: 

• Is there a conveyance of a right of exclusive possession; or 
did it merely exists as a matter of fact? 

• Right:  
o Whole apartment: Whole apartment conveyed to 

guests; necessary implication that exclusive 
possession is a right [although can have such 
possession over a room] 

o Listing: “I am leaving to allow you to have it all by 
yourself” 

o Principal place of residence?: entirely irrelevant – 
the rights conveyed is more important 

 
 
Certainty of term  
Certainty of term is the second key requirement. Derives from Blackstone’s conception of the 

“terminus”. NB: can’t be retrospective → commences no earlier than date on which lease is itself granted 
(Bradshaw) 
 

➢ Commencing date: Unless commencement date is certain or capable of being rendered certain 
before the lease takes effect, the lease is void (Caboolture) 

o Lease takes effect: ‘On x’ means on date x, ‘From x’ excludes date x → ‘until y’ includes 
date y. 

o Language certainty: ‘Tomorrow’ (Pirie), ‘from completion of this building’ (pirie), or 
‘when the gas is connected’(Tindale), provides a time reference from which no-one can 
deviate.  

▪ Cf. ‘within a reasonable time’ (Pratt) 
 

➢ Duration: certainty of end date (Prudential Assurance) before lease takes effect 
o Language: ‘for duration of the war’ (Chantler) or ‘until the end of the peanut crop in 

1968’ (Taylor) or ‘until company X ceases trading’ (Birrell) are not specific enough = 
uncertain 

▪ Cf. ‘For 20 years, or war ends, whichever is sooner’ → (Prudential Assurance) – 
because there is certainty about maximum duration 

o Exceptions: 

▪ Tenancies at will or tenancies at sufferance  

▪ Periodic tenancies 

▪ Leases for life 
 

Void for certainty may not be fatal if tenant goes into possession and pays rent → tenancy at will. 



• NB: inability retrospectively claim leasehold does not prevent certain obligations under that lease 
from running in anterior fashion – e.g. tenant covenanting to pay rent and observer terms as from 
date possession is taken  

 

Prudential Assurance v 
London Residuary Body  
1992 HOL 

Grant of a lease of strip adjacent to a highway for aren’t payable on 
a yearly basis – expressed to last until the road was to be widened by 
the Council: 

• Council sold land to body which did not have road widening 
powers  

• Current owner seeks to terminate the land by saying no fixed 
term lease was granted  

 
No certainty of term 
Failed to grant an estate because no certain end date; h/e 127 lease 
created: given in possession by rent expressed in reference to a year.  

• Thus would have been terminable with 1 month’s notice in 
writing.  

 
Nature of licences 
Crucial: no exclusive possession; h/e a right of occupation/entry that would otherwise constitute 
trespass. 
 

➢ Bare: current and revocable at will of licensor → ‘gratuitous’ → licensee entitled to a reasonable 
period of time to withdraw from land before becoming trespasser. 
 

➢ Contractual: no proprietary interest – in exchange for consideration → revocable at any time, 
but revocation may constitute breach and give rise to damages – again reasonable time for exit 

o E.g. ejection from a movie theatre (Leadbitter)  

o H/e right in personam only → viz., unenforceable against third party (Billposting) 
 

➢ Coupled: includes proprietary interest – e.g. coupled with a profit → equitable remedies available 
in event of purported revocation (no literal revocation possible though) 

 

➢ Boarders and Lodgers: no exclusive possession → boarder gets lodging and meals c.f. lodger 
who occupies premises → both cases, owners have legal possession, ingress, egress – so no lease 

 
 

Types of tenancies 
 
Tenancy at sufferance 
Arises by operation of the law, where a person enters into possession validly, and at the expiration of the 
term remains in possession – but without assent/dissent of the landlord.  

• Liability: No suit in trespass can arise – possibly a ‘legal fiction’ (Fry) → h/e can be liable for 
‘use and occupation’ (though no obligation as to rental fees) 

• Enforceability: Enforceable against third parties (Peat) 

• Termination: upon ejectment/objection → now a trespasser 

 
Tenancy at will 
Where a person occupiers land with owner’s consent, on terms that either party may ‘determine’ the 
tenancy at any time.  

• Tenant ‘holds over’ under an expired lease with consent, but without having paid rent on an 
agreed or periodic basis 

• Prospective tenant let into possession pending a concluded agreement for grant of a lease 



• Allowed into possession before completion of sale 
NB: once rent is paid on a periodic basis, tenancy at will ceases and emerges into a periodic tenancy – 
e.g. a common-law year to year tenancy, or another period. 

• Termination: without notice by either party  
 
Tenancies from Year to Year 

➢ Common law: Implied a tenancy from year to year where: 
o Formalities: no compliance 
o Agreement: on a lease (h/e later extended to no agreement situations) 

o Possession: entered into (h/e later incl. hold over)  → here legal tenancy at will 
o Rent: referable to a yearly tenancy/aliquot portion of a tenancy → here TFYTY 

▪ This was crucial for situations where no agreement//held over  
 

➢ Statutory (127 CA): No tenancy from year to year shall be implied by payment of rent (reverse 

old common law presumption) → instead is a statutory tenancy at will (determinable at 1 
months’ notice in writing) 

o Viz., when the common law would imply a year to year periodic tenancy, this statute 
converts that into a tenancy at will  

o No statutory tenancy → because common law would not imply a YTY  

▪ Binding agreement: but not yet paying rent – hence no requirement of one 
month’s notice for termination [still a tenancy at will] 

▪ Rent paid: but on a weekly/monthly basis or other basis not referable to a year  
o Arises where: 

▪ Binding agreement, entry into possession, no formalities: unclear whether 
this requires payment of rent referable to a year/an aliquot part of a year 

▪ No binding agreement, entry into possession: Payment of rent is referable to 
year/an aliquot part of a year 

▪ Holds over after expiry, with consent (consent crucial otherwise is a tenancy 
at sufferance):  

 
o Ancillary terms: Incorporated into these tenancies are all terms applicable to such a 

tenancy – e.g. covenants to pay rent and to repair cf. provision that allows someone to, 
post-default stay in possession on weekly tenancy  

o Obligations: obligation to pay rent is enforceable → can be sued for, esp. if repudiation 

▪ Tenant cannot avoid obligations by termination  
o Determination: either at notice, or automatically at the end of the period originally 

agreed (no notice) 
o Example: 

▪ A purports to grant B a 5yr lease, but no 23B deed. However, B goes into 
possession and starts paying rent of $12,000 p.a. (rent calculated with reference 
to a year). At common law, there would have been tenancy from year to year; 
now, per s 127(1), there is a statutory tenancy at will, determinable with one 
month's notice. 

 
Other periodic tenancies 

➢ Creation: express or implied → referable to the amount of rent paid (h/e if year to year can’t be 

implied otherwise is a 127 → statutory tenancy at will). 

➢ Termination: termination notice: 

o Duration: Duration of notice must be equal to/exceed relevant period → though free to 
vary 

o Period: period of notice must expire at end of the new term (viz., the ‘equal duration’ 
captures a whole term, and any part thereof) 

▪ I grant a lease month to month, going from 1st of month. If I give notice on 16th 
October, lease won’t end on 16 November, but 30 November) 

▪ Exceptionally → year to year only requires 6month.  



 
Fixed term  
Expires automatically by effluxion of time. Possible enlargement into the fee simple 
 

Formal Requirements 
 
Old System Title 

➢ Legal:  
o Deed: Under 23B. 
o Exception: can be created by parol (23D(2)) i) best market rent w/ no fine ii) takes effect 

on possession [right to take immediate possession: Butt] iii) <3 years (incl. option) 
▪ Fine = lump sum payment made in return for grant of the lease; also known as a 

premium; distinguish from a lump sum that is in reality a compounding of rent 
payable in advance for use of land. Distinction is one of substance, not form.  

o Further exceptions: → sufferance, will, 127 CA. 
 

o Hence → failure to transact by deed (23B) means lease takes effect at will only (23D(1)) 
unless i) 23D(2) or ii) 127 statutory tenancy at will. 

 

➢ Equitable:  
o Written and Signed: Written and signed instrument (23C(1)(a)) and capable of specific 

performance (Walsh v Lonsdale) 

o Part performance: part performance (23E(d); 54A(2)) → provided equity would decree 
specific performance → Sufficient acts of part performance, unequivocally and in their 
own nature referable to an agreement of the kind alleged, will create a valid equitable lease  

▪ Payment of rent insufficient → possession too (Khoury; Regent) 

o In absence of writing, part performance, or lease exception → tenancy at will (23D)] 
 
Torrens Title 
A 42(1)(d) lease is equitable unless also a 23D(2) lease (market rent). 
 

➢ Legal: Prima facie, no legal interest passes until registration (41) 

o Lease 0-3 Years long: If lease by parol (23D(2)) and RP has notice → is protected as an 
exception to indefeasibility (42(1)(d)) [even without registration] 

▪ Tenant is in possession/entitled to immediate 

▪ Agreement + option < 3yrs  

▪ RP had notice of tenancy before registration 
 

o Lease 0-3 years, but not 23D(2): no need for deed (23B(3)), but must be 127. 
 

o Lease 3+ Years: should be in approved form (53(1)), and must be registered → will give 
priority in order (36(9)) 

 

o Hence → failure to register means lease takes effect at will only (23D(1)) unless i) 23D(2) 
or ii) 127 statutory tenancy at will. 

 

➢ Equitable: All non-23D(2) leases that are not registered are equitable → 41 does not destroy the 
efficacy of the agreement behind the instrument 

o Written and signed (23C) or else is tenancy at will 

o Part Performance: (23E(d); 54A) → acts of part performance; etc. AND equity would 
decree specific performance (would not be decreed where repudiating obligations under 
the lease – e.g. payment covenants)(Marshall) 

 

Chan v Cresdon C made agreement in writing to lease land to S for 5 years  



• Agreement provided the parties were to execute in the form 
of a lease 

• Chan was guarantor of S’s obligations “under this lease” 
 

Lease was executed but not registered → thus not legal lease 

• Lessee defaulted on mortgage and lessor sought to enforce 
Chan’s guarantee 

 
No enforcement of guarantee; enforcement of equitable lease 
 
Here → implied tenancy from year to year (QLD Act) and an 
equitable lease 

• Since not legal lease → enforcement of guarantee did not 
work 

• H/e equitable lease enforceable by the lessee 

Marshall M entered into agreement to lease property from council for 5 years 
with three options to renew (each 5 years) 

• Lease was not registered nor could it be legal exception 
(23D(2)) 

• Council served notice of termination on M 
 
Was this notice effective? 
 
Effective to terminate a 127 lease 
Only legal lease was a 127 statutory tenancy at will – determinable on 
one month’s notice: 

• Specific performance not available here, thus no equitable 

lease → M’s repudiation of obligations by persistent refusal 
to pay council rates meant unlikely it would be ordered 

• Only lease M had was thus legal statutory tenancy at will and 
this was validly terminated  

 

 
 

Creation of leases Torrens leases as exceptions to indefeasibility  
 
Tenancies not exceeding 3 years 
To save short-term tenants the cost of registration, they can be secured against later RPs provided they 
satisfy (42(1)(d)) 

• Total term plus option < 3 years 

• Tenant must be in possession/entitled to it 

• RP must have had ‘notice’  
 
Not limited to legal leases → includes agreement enforceable in equity to grant a lease (Alcova), and 
periodic tenancies. 

• Although need not be registered, they can be (Braham), and should at least protect them by caveat  
 

➢ Notice: Actual or constructive → incl. rule in Hunt v Luck. 

o Time of notice: Must have had notice prior to registration (Clyne) → e.g. in a 43A 

scenario → the later interest is not prioritised above the earlier.  
 

➢ Protecting lease w/ options to renew: 2 years + 2-year option? 



o Original lease: Protected, o/w would be inconsistent with 53 which does not require 
registration for lease term not exceeding three years, even if it has an option that would 
make the total term great than three years 
 

o Renewal option: Yes b/c it is a ‘new lease’ and not an ‘extension’ (Alcova). Also turns 

on notice → if renewal option is exercised and itself satisfied 42(1)(d), [term + notice of 
option prior to settlement], then it will burden RP.  

▪ Ejectment? Does not displace indefeasibility provisions of RPA → new lease 

exercised AFTER transferee becomes registered proprietor → unless registered 
not a burden. 

▪ In personam exception? If transferee undertakes to honour the tenant’s right 

to a new lease on exercise of the option → Snowlong. 
 

➢ A 23D(2) is deemed to be legal → important for priority contest vs. other unregistered interests, 

but irrelevant for registered interests → that turns on 42(1)(d). 
 

Alcova Unregistered lease for 2 years with option to renew for 2 years → 
lessee was in possession. 

• Two initial years run and lessee request renewal – but no 
formal lease had been granted 

• Property sold to someone with notice of the lease who 
becomes RP 

 
Purports to evict tenant on basis that was not protected under 
42(1)(d). 
 
 
 
 
Option protected 
Exercise of option is treated as lease for new term – even if born out 

of an original tenancy → where exercised before registration of new 

proprietor, where they satisfy 42(1)(d), will survive → here was <3 
years so survived 
 
Initial lease: unclear – where option has not yet fallen due  

 
 
Earlier = X, Later = Y 

➢ Unregistered v unregistered: qui prior est empore, potior est jure  
➢ Unregistered legal v unregistered equitable: Postponing conduct by X? 

➢ Unregistered equitable v unregistered legal: Was Y a BFPFVWN? 
 
  



 

Leases/Licenses 
 

➢ An issue arises as to whether the impugned interest is properly characterised as a lease or a license  
 
Substantively the ‘hallmark of the lease’ (Denning: Prudential Assurance) and its ‘sole criterion’ is the right 
to exclusive possession (Radaich), for it is this right which invests the interest granted to the grantee with 
proprietary character. Whether the term of the lease is certain determines whether the lease is void or not 
(Pirie): 
 

1) Substantive construction 
 
Australian position prioritises substance over form in the construction of a putative lease (Radaich); the 
endorsement of the non-estate tenancy in Bruton identifies the right of exclusive possession as a sufficient 
condition in construction of this lease.   

• Irrelevance of objective language: Thus, fact that called ‘license’ not determinative (Radaich; 
Bruton), for this could be a sham (agreement that what is written should mean what is said) or a 
pretence (avoid obligation) (KJRR).   

• Factual Matrix: Factual matrix will help infer substantive intention of the parties (KJRR; Villiers). 
The focus is on whether what is conveyed is substantively a right of exclusive possession in all 
circumstances and not whether what is enjoyed factually happens to be exclusive possession 
(Swan) 

o Is a sham: 

▪ Size of room in Villers meant what was granted was in substance a right of 
exclusive possession. 

▪ Reservation of rights: right to inspect, etc. need not be reserved unless exclusive 
possession was granted (Bruton) 

▪ No description: of how grantor will exercise a draconian power in small 
apartment (Vaughan) 

▪ Factual matrix: listing description in Swan. 
o Is not a sham:  

▪ Commercial reasons: commercial reasons to deny the right of exclusive 
possession; e.g. KJRR: supervising/maintaining franchise quality required license.  

• Cf. Bruton, no commercial reality to take account of – simple reservation 
of rights amongst a charitable intention 

▪ No right to impede grantor’s control: (Shell-Mex) 
 

2) Certainty of term 
Blackstone’s conception of the ‘terminus’ has transmuted into the modern-day requirement of certainty 
of term as a voiding condition on an otherwise prima facie valid lease. Such certainty of term is required 
in two ways: 

• Commencing date must at least be capable of being rendered certain, and requires semantic 
certainty (Pirie) 

o Yes: “completion of building” (Pirie) 
o No: “reasonable time” (Pratt) 

• Concluding date requires complete certainty of end date: 
o Yes: “20 years, or when the war ends, whichever is sooner” 
o No: “duration of war” (Chantler) 
o No: “until needed for road-widening” (Prudential) 

• Note that options to renew circumvent the duration requirements because each option is 
properly characterised as a new lease, and so each lease is sufficiently certain (Alcova) 

 
3) Characterise: if license  



 
Categories: gratuitous license revocable at will; contractual license revocable for damages (Billposting); 
coupled license coupled with a proprietary interest; boarders and lodgers 
 

4) Where lease, what kind of lease has arisen? Relevant insofar as priorities are concerned.  
 

• Fixed term (equ): Expiration by effluxion of time 

• Tenancy at sufferance (legal): Holding over tenancy without assent/dissent → enforceable 

against 3P (Fry) → termination upon ejectment 

• Tenancy at will (legal): tenancy holds over with consent; payment of rent converts into periodic 
tenancy  

• YTY Periodic (Statutory Tenancy at will) (legal) (127): reversal of common law presumption 

of year to year tenancy →  
o Binding Ag; no formalities: unclear whether pay 
o No binding: requires rent referable to year/aliquot portion 
o Hold over: requires rent referable to a year/aliquot portion  
o Terminable at 1 month not 6 months like common law 

• Other periodic (equ): referable to portion; period notice/end of next period (16th oct; 30 nov) 
 

5) Substantively, then, the lease is properly characterised as X; whether it is enforceable turns in part 
on whether the relevant formalities have been complied with: 

 

➢ Torrens: prima facie, no interest passes at law without registration (41) 
o Legal:  

▪ < 3 years: 23D(2); 127; will ; sufferance → <3 yrs; fine; effect in possession → 
best to just register to secure indefeasibility (53) 

▪ > 3 years: requires registration (53); priority in order (36(9)) 
o Equitable:  

▪ All non-registered; non-23D(2) leases are equitable [41; Chan] 

▪ All 42(1)(d) leases are equitable but enjoy indefeasibility (<3 yrs; effect; notice) 

▪ 23C or 54A/23E(d): part performance. NB: requires specific enforceability; 
equity to decree will decree where not repudiating (Marshall) 

 
6) Exceptions to indefeasibility  

 

➢ Statutory: Need not be legal or registered (Braham; merely require 42(1)(d)]. Notice is actual or 
constructive prior to settlement (Clyne). After settlement, they are protected by 43A. 

o Initial lease: Original lease should be protected otherwise inconsistent with 53; h/e left 
open in Alcova. 

o Subsequent options: Yes, if exercised before registration AND notice acquired before 
settlement (Alcova) 

 
➢ Fraud: → where always intending to repudiate, is fraud (Loke Yow). Possible that repudiation of 

honest obligation taken up may constitute fraud (Bahr: Mason; Dawson) 

o Consider factual matrix → RP only willing to sell where undertaking given, etc. (Loke 
Yow) 

 

➢ Indefeasibility of title ‘in no way denies’ a claim in personam (Frazer). Torrens is a system of 
proprietary rights; obligations found in law or equity are not interfered with (Heider; Bahr) 

➢ In personam: Usually, h/e where repudiation revoked after the fact and no evidence adduced 
to show always intended to invoke indefeasibility (Bahr) 

o Representation can be made to third party (Snowlong) 
 



➢ H/e NB: 127 lease may also burden the title: even if it did survive its terminable on one month’s 
notice. 

 
 


